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CHAPTER 3
 

The Contributions of Ragnar Frisch to 
Economics and Econometrics 

John S. Chipman 

Ragnar Frisch opened his 1926 article "On a Problem in Pure Eco
nomics" with the following statement: 

Intermediate between mathematics, statistics, and economics, we 
find a new discipline which, for lack of a better name, may be called 
econometrics. 

Econometrics has as its aim to subject abstract laws of theoretical 
political economy or "pure" economics to experimental and numerical 
verification, and thus to turn pure economics, as far as possible, into a 
science in the strict sense of the word. 

Thus we are here to celebrate the centennial of the birth of the founder 
of our subject, who gave it its name l and founded its journal. 

Rather regrettably, but perhaps inevitably, the term "econometrics" 
has come to have a narrower meaning than Frisch originally intended: 
the study of statistical methods for the application of economic models. 
For that reason, the title of this chapter, instead of referring just to 
Frisch's contributions to econometrics in the narrower sense - which 
were many and profound - also refers to his contributions to econom
ics, by which may be understood economic theory and policy, to which 
he made a large number of important contributions. I shall necessarily 
be quite selective, and rather than try to survey his huge output, which 
could be done only in a superficial way, I shall concentrate on what seem 
to me the most important and lasting of his contributions. 

The history of economic thought can be, and often is, a dry subject, 
and if one limits oneself to the works of a single person, out of the context 
in which that person lived and worked, it can be dull. What is really much j. 

more interesting is how such a person interacted with others and with 
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the economic environment. While I do not pretend to subscribe to, let 
alone understand, all of Hegelian philosophy, I believe that Hegel had 
an enormous insight into how knowledge progresses: by conflict. What 
makes the history of economic thought interesting, in my opinion, is the 
study of how truth comes out of controversy. In addition, conflict in itself 
is always interesting and makes the subject come alive. I shall therefore 
be especially interested in recounting the controversies in which Frisch 
was engaged, and in showing how they led to important advances in the 
subject. 

I shall look at four fields in which Frisch made major contributions: 
(1) utility theory, index numbers, and welfare economics, (2) estimation 
of demand and supply functions, and statistical confluence analysis, 
(3) capital theory and dynamic economics, and (4) depression and 
circulation planning. 

1 Utility Theory, Index Numbers, and Welfare Economics 

1.1 Measurable Utility, Price Indices, and 
Homothetic Preferences 

Frisch's first work on utility theory (1926a) was, in his words, an attempt 
to "realize the dream of Jevons." Jevons had stated (1911, pp.146-7; 1871, 
p. 140) that 

the price of a commodity is the only test we have of the [marginal] 
utility of the commodity to the purchaser; and if we could tell exactly 
how much people reduce their consumption of each important article 
when the price rises, we could determine, at least approximately, the 
variation of the final degree of utility - the all-important element in 
Economics. 

Frisch set himself the problem of objectively defining utility as a quan
tity. "The real advances in a science," he said, "begin on the day that it is 
realized that vague common sense notions must be replaced by notions 
capable of objective definition." He noted that while that had been the 
object of works by Edgeworth (1881), Fisher (1892), and Pareto (1906), 
definitive results had not been obtained. Indeed, those authors had pro
vided the basic idea that Frisch was to use. Edgeworth postulated (1881, 
p. 99) that "just perceivable increments of pleasure are equatable." An 
alternative approach was followed by Fisher (1892, p. 17n). Pareto was 
still more explicit (1906, p. 252; 1909, p. 264): 

This work was supported by a Humboldt Research Award for Senior U.S. Scientists. I wish Moreover, man may know approximately whether in passing from com
to thank Dale Jorgenson for valuable discussions and Olav Bjerkholt for his valuable bib bination I to combination II he experiences greater pleasure than in 
liographic help. Thanks are also due to the referee for helpful comments. passing from combination II to another combination III. If this judgI
 
1	 This notwithstanding the fact that an earlier use of the term was subsequently made ment could be made sufficiently precise we could, in the limit, deter

known to Frisch (1936c). mine whether passing from I to II provides equal pleasure to passing L 
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from II to III; in which case, passing from I to III provides double the 
pleasure that is obtained in passing from I to II. This would suffice to 
enable us to consider pleasure or ophelimity as a quantity. 

Frisch proceeded to formulate his axioms of the first kind (comparisons 
of commodity bundles) and of the second kind (comparisons of pairs of 
commodity bundles) and sketched a proof of the measurability of utility. 
Some years later this was followed by Alt (1936). 

Proceeding to the "marginal utility of money" he added some further 
(and more controversial) assumptions for tractability, notably that it 
would remain unchanged if prices varied in such a way as to leave 
"the mean value of its components" (i.e., the price level) unchanged. He 
therefore expressed it as a function of income (Y) and price level (P) 
(on the legitimacy of this step, more later). He assumed further that 
it would approach infinity for minimum-subsistence income, would 
approach zero for infinite income, and would be decreasing in income 
all reasonable assumptions. However, he added the more questionable 
assumptions that the elasticity of the marginal utility of income is greater 
than unity (in absolute value) for sufficiently small incomes and ap
proaches zero for indefinitely large incomes. This led him to a formula 
for the marginal utility of income that I shall write in the formz 

aV c(P) 
(1.1)ay log Y - 10ga(P) 

where I have replaced his parameters a (representing subsistence 
income) and c by functions of P. Since Vy(Y, P) must be homogeneous 
of degree -1 in its two arguments, a(P) and c(P) must be homogeneous 
of degree 1 and -1, respectively. Assuming additively separable utility, 
that is, 

n 

UC'l,XZ,""xn) = LUJXi) (1.2) 
i~l 

since the marginal utility of commodity i is proportional to its price, the 
factor of proportionality being the marginal utility of income, Frisch 
noted that 

- Pi - (Y ) = Pi c(l)
U:(Xi) = Vy (Y, P)Pi = P Vy P' 1 P 10g(Y/P) _ 10ga(1) 

expressing a relation among the three variables Xi (quantity of a com
modity), piP (its relative price), and YIP (real income). Using French 

2 He specifically rejected Bernoulli's (1738) formula in which Y takes the place of log Y 
in (Ll), as well as a squared variant suggested by Jordan (1924) - see Frisch (1932c, 
p.31). 
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sugar data, he developed a method for estimating the coefficients c(l) 
and a(l ).3 

Stimulated by Fisher's 1927 paper, Frisch undertook a more extensive 
investigation in his New Methods of Measuring Marginal Utility (1932c). 
Influenced by Birck's concept of a "general commodity" (1922, p. 53), he 
formulated the marginal utility of income more explicitly as a function 
of income and the "general price level" P. Defining "real income" by 
R = YIP, because of homogeneity of degree 0 of the function V(Y, P) 
(Frisch dealt not with this function but only with its partial derivative 
with respect to income, Y) we have 

V(Y,P) = V(Y/P,l) = V(R,l) == W(R) (1.3) 

Hence 

W'(R) = Vy (Y/P,l) = pVy(Y,P) 

leading to Frisch's basic formula [1932c, p. 16, formula (3.2)] 

aV(y, P) = W'(R) = u:(x;) 
(1.4) 

ay P Pi 

where Xi is the amount of the "commodity of comparison" (1932c, p. 8), 
and Pi is its price. He called W' (R) the "real money utility," in contrast 
to the "nominal money utility" Vy (1932c, p. 14). "Real income" R, 
according to this formula, may be interpreted as the quantity of the 
"general commodity," and P its price. 

Frisch's formulation came under the forceful criticism of R. G. D. 
Allen (1933), whose paper, while ostensibly a review article of Frisch's 
work, was a very important contribution on its own. For the first time 
since (and independently of) Antonelli (1886), Allen formulated the 
concept of an "equilibrium utility function" (now known as "indirect 
utility function") 

V(Y,PI'PZ"" ,Pn) 

and the accompanying partial differential equation4 

av =_av 
h (1.5)dpi ay I 

(1933, p. 190), where hi(Y, PI, PZ, ... , Pn) is the Marshallian demand 
function for commodity i. Allen pointed out that whereas in equilibrium 
it is necessarily true that 

3 For good expositions of the procedure used by Frisch, see Marschak (1931, pp. 128-35), 
as well as the reviews of Frisch (1932c) by Bowley (1932) and Schultz (1933). 

4 Usually attributed to Roy (1942, p. 21). Roy (pp. 38-9) referred to Frisch but not to Allen. 
For the earliest derivation of (1.5), see Antonelli [1886, p. 17, equation (24)], or page 349 
of the English translation. 
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",n u~(x. )x.dV £..Ji=l I I 1 

(1.6) 
£.Ji~lPiXi

dY "''' 
where the numerator on the right is the equilibrium marginal utility 
of the composite commodity and the denominator is its equilibrium 
amount, they cannot legitimately be interpreted as structural param
eters; therefore the device of introducing a composite commodity 
entails a restrictive assumption on consumer behavior. In his words 
(p.193): 

Professor Frisch's analogy with the marginal utility of a consumer's 
good and his introduction of a composite commodity only serve to hide 
the serious assumption that must be made before his statistical methods 
can be applied. 

Unfortunately, however, Allen did not attempt to find out what that 
assumption was. It was left for Frisch himself to do so in his famous 
"Annual Survey" of the theory of index numbers (1936a), a paper sub
sequently characterized by Bergson (1936, p. 34n; 1966, p. 94n) as "chiefly 
a response to criticisms by Allen." Bergson himself set out to tackle this 
same problem. 

The reasoning in these two papers is extremely difficult to follow, but 
I shall try to restate what is apparently claimed and sketch a supporting 
argument. The argument is entirely in terms of a single individual; the 
problem of aggregation over individuals is not taken up. The claim con
cerns two conditions: 

1.	 Individual preferences can be represented by an additively 
separable, monotonic, and strongly concave utility function (1.2) 
(i.e., u! > 0, u;' < 0). 

2.	 Denoting the demand functions generated by (1.2) by h;(Y, p), 
where p denotes the price vector, the indirect utility function 
obtained by composing (1.2) with these demand functions is 
separable as between income and the commodity prices; that is, 

n 

V(Y,p) == LUi[hi(Y,p)] = V[Y,P(p)]	 (1.7) 
i~l 

The claim is that these two conditions together imply that individual 
preferences are homothetic. This is what Frisch described as "expendi
ture proportionality."s 

In terms of concepts developed since Frisch's time, but undoubtedly 
influenced by and indeed implicit in Frisch's own work, we can define his 
concepts of price index and real income as follows. Let the expenditure 
function be defined as6 

e(u,p) = min{Y: V(Y,p);:::::: u}	 (1.8) 

Note from this definition that since V(Y, p) is homogeneous of degree 
0, e(u, p) is homogeneous of degree 1 in p. Frisch (1936a, p. 11) then 
defines the general price or cost-of-living index at time t, following 
Bowley (1928, p. 223), as the proportionate "change in expenditure 
... necessary, after a change of prices, to obtain the same satisfaction as 
before," that is (pp. 15-16), 

P(u; pO,p') == e(u,p') (1.9)
e(u, pO) 

We verify that P(u; pO, Ap) = AP(U; pO,p), so (1.9) satisfies the property 
of the aggregator function P(P) required for V( Y, P) to be homogeneous 

" 
V(Y,p) = LV,(P,jY) 

i=l 

implies that preferences are homothetic. (The exceptional cases involve "parallel pref
erences.") In Frisch's theorem the second condition states that the indirect utility func
tion can be expressed in the form 

V(Y,p) = V[Y,P(p)] 

In one sense this is a weaker condition, since all that is involved is separability (not even 
additive) as between the income variable and the set of price variables. If P(p) is homo
geneous of degree 1, then 

V[AY.AP(p)] = V[Ay,P(Ap)] = V(AY,Ap) = V(Y,p) = V[y,P(p)] 

Hence V(Y. P) is homogeneous of degree O. Conversely, if V(Y, P) is homogeneous of 
degree 0, then 

V[AY,AP(p)] = V[y,P(p)] = V(Y,p) = V(AY,Ap) = V[AY.P(Ap)] 

which can hold for all A if and only if P(Ap) = AP(P). Thus one need only require that 
the function PCP) in (1.7) be positively homogeneous of degree 1. The conclusion of 
Frisch's theorem states that the preference ordering must be homothetic. But Bergson's 
extension of Frisch's theorem (shown later) proves as a consequence that the indirect 
utility function is additively separable as between income and the set of prices [see (1.19), 
where for f3 * 0 one can replace the indicated indirect utility function by its logarithm] 

5 The superficial resemblance of this theorem to that of Houthakker (1960) and Samuel and, in the Cobb-Douglas case (f3 = 0), additively separable in income and the individ
son	 (1965) - as amended by Hicks (1969) and Samuelson (1969) - requires some ual prices. 
comment. The Houthakker-Hicks-Samuelson theorem states that (barring the excep

6 If p' is the price vector in period t, then Frisch's notation for e(u, p') is p,(I), where p
tional cases brought to light by Hicks) condition 1 combined with the condition that the denotes income and I ("indicator") denotes utility. Thus the concept is present in all but
indirect utility function can be written in the form	 (continued) name.L 
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of degree 0 (see footnote 5). The case of expenditure proportionality 
occurs when this function is independent of u. Frisch also defines real 
income in period t (p. 32) as money income in period t deflated by the 
above cost-of-living index; that is, 

yl 
R(u; pO,pl) = P(. ° I) = e(u,pO),

U,p ,p 

since yl = e(u, pi)	 (LlO) 

Thus, real income, according to this definition, is independent of current 
prices and coincides with the expenditure function evaluated at base
year prices, e(u, pO). 

Now the relation R = e(u, pO) from (1.10) can be inverted (because 
of monotonicity) to 

u = W(R,pO), where R = e[W(R,pO),pO] (Ll1) 

and the relation 

yl = e(u,p') = e(u,pO)P(u; pO,pl) 

yields 

Y(R; pO,pl) = Rp(R; pO,pl)	 (1.12) 

where 

Y(R; pO,pl) = e[W(R,pO),pl] and peR; pO,pl) = P[W(R, pO); pO,p'] 

Differentiating (Ll2) we obtain 

aY = Pl1 + ~ ap)
aR paR 

Thus the marginal utility of income is 

av 
ay 

aw/aR 

aY/aR 

aw/aR 

Pl1 + alogp) 
alogR 

(1.13) 

This agrees with (1.4) if and only if 

ap-
aR 

_ 
-

ap aw - 0 --- 
au aR 

(1.14) 

is in turn implied by (1.7).7 Conversely, if preferences are homothetic, 
the formula 

u;(X;) = aW(R, pO)/aR
 

Pi P(R; pO, pI)
 

holds, where Pis now independent of R.8 

Now the assumptions of homotheticity and additive separability of the 
direct preference relation together have very stringent implications, as 
shown by Bergson (1936, p. 45; 1966, p. 111). Since homotheticity and 
separability imply that the marginal rates of substitution 

aU(x)/dx; = u;(x;)
 
Rj(x;,xj ) = aU(x)/dxj uj(Xj)
 

are homogeneous of degree 0 in the quantities x;, Xj' it follows by Euler's 
theorem that 

aR;j + aRij U;'(Xi) u:(x;)uj'(xj ) 
O = -x; -Xj = -,-Xi - 2 Xj 

dx; dxj uJCXj) uj(Xj) 

whence, multiplying through by uj(xJ/u;(x;), we obtain 

X;u;'(X;) _ Xjuj'(Xj) for all i, j (1.15)
U,'(Xi) - uj (Xj) 

Thus, each of the two expressions in (1.15) is a (negative) constant. This 
can be written as 

dlogu;(x;) = -~u;'(x;) = 1 + f3 (1.16)
dlogx; u;(x;) 

where f3 > -1. Integrating (1.16) for each i gives the marginal utility 

u;(X;) = Aix;l-/i (A; > 0) 

and integrating this equation once again gives 

7	 For the equivalence of homotheticity and expenditure proportionality, see Samuelson 
and Swamy [1974, p. 570, equation (2.5)] and Chipman and Moore (1980, p. 939, Propo
sition H6). 

8	 This provided Frisch's answer to Allen's objection that equation (1.6) was only an 
equilibrium condition and not a structural relationship. In his words (1936a, p. 34n): 
"(1.13) - here derived as a theoretical consequence - should completely meet Allen's 

which occurs if and only if ap(u; pO,pl)/au = 0 (expenditure propor objection.... (1.13) shows that my original formula does hold under expenditure pro

tionality). Thus, homotheticity of preferences is implied by (1.4), which 'r portionality, which was assumed in the statistical work in New Methods . ..." 

L 
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aiX;f3 + Yi for 13 < 0 and ai = - AJ13 
Ui(Xi) = -aixi- f3 + Yi for 13 > 0 and ai = AJ13 

ai log Xi + Yi for 13 = 0 and ai = Ail
Summing these over all n commodities and dropping the spurious con
stant terms Yi, we obtain for the utility function (1.2) 

-(sgn (3) ,w_ aixi-
f3 for 13 *- 0 

Vex) = n ~,-I	 (1.17){"" a logx
I 

for 13 = 0£..Ji=l l 

The first of these, of course, will be recognized, after taking its absolute 
value and raising it to the power -1/13, as the Arrow-Solow constant
elasticity-of-substitution (CES) function introduced by Arrow et al. 
(1961, p. 226n) for the two-commodity case and generalized by Uzawa 
(1962) and McFadden (1963) to the n-commodity case, where the elas
ticity of substitution is a = 1/(1 + (3).9 The exponential of the second is 
the "Cobb-Douglas" function to which the CES reduces as 13 ~ 1. We 
verify that ---....--.-'" 
dV a d 2V	 a 
dx	 = 1131 XI~f3 > 0 and dx,2 = -1131(1 + (3) X2~f3 < 0 for 13 *- 0 

i	 , , 

as well as 

2 

dV	 = ai > 0 and d V = -!!:!.... < 0 for 13 = 0 
dxi Xi dxl xl 

as desired. Equating the ratios of these marginal utilities to the 
corresponding price ratios and substituting in the budget equation 
2:?~IPiXi = Y, we obtain, upon adopting the normalization Ii'=1 ai = 1, the 
demand functions 

Y
(	 for i = 1, 2, ... , n, -1 < 13 < OC! 

x· = hi,y p) = - I _ 1+13I ""an +I- p L1+13 
,	 1+13 p. ~}1 f3 }

i a 'j=l 

(1.18) 

Substituting (1.18) into (1.17), we obtain the indirect utility function 

13 
I 13 )1+

-(sgnf3)y-f3 I,ai+f3pi+f3 for 13 *- 0 
V(Y, p) =

( 
i=l (1.19) 

n n 
{ 
log Y + ~ai logai - ~ai logpi for 13 = 0 

9	 It is also the same as the "generalized weighted mean" of Hardy, Littlewood, and P6lya 
[1934, p. 13, formula (2.2.5)]' 

The marginal utility of income then becomes 

I IJ )1+13
 
1131 

( 
I,a/+f3 p/+f3
 
,-1dV 
- y 1+f3 for 13 *- 0	 (1.20)

dY 
1 

for 13 =	 0 
Y 

It follows from (1.20) that under the conditions implied by Frisch's 
assumptions, his functional form (1.1) for the marginal utility of income 
is inadmissible. Since this form no longer appears in the "Annual 
Survey" (Frisch, 1936a), it can be assumed that he became aware of this 
inconsistency. 

The hypothesis of additively separable utility adopted by Fisher 
and Frisch came under strong criticism by Samuelson (1947), who 
noted that the hypothesis had strong empirical implications, namely 
(p.177), 

if we are given as empirical observational data the two expenditure 
paths corresponding to the changes in quantities with income in each 
of two respective price situations, then from these observations, and 
these alone, the whole field of indifference curves can be determined 
by suitable extrapolation. 

However, Arrow (1960) later came to Frisch's defense: "The sharpness 
of the implications of a hypothesis are a virtue, not a vice, provided of 
course the implications are not refuted by evidence" (p. 177). Samuelson 
returned to this subject in his obituary article (1974, pp.11-15): "Arrow's 
1960 appreciation of Frisch suggests that my own earlier criticisms have 
been too strong. He may well be right." 

1.2	 Laspeyres and Paasche Bounds to 
the Cost-oj-Living Index 

One of the most important contributions of Frisch's paper on index 
numbers was his analysis of inequalities bounding the cost-of-living 
index by the Laspeyres and Paasche price indices. Not having access to 
the original article in Russian by Konus (1924), first brought to light by 
Bortkiewicz (1928), hence basing himself on the subsequent detailed 
exposition by Bortkiewicz (1932, pp. 18-20), he set forth and proved the 
following propositions attributed to Konus by Bortkiewicz: 

1.	 IfXl = hey!, pi) and p1· XO= pl. Xl = Yl, then denoting ul = V(x l ) 
= V(Y!,p1) we have 

P(u l ; pO,p1) ~ pl·XO (1.21 ) 
po 'xo 

I 

L 
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That is, the "true" cost-of-living index is bounded above by the 
Laspeyres price index. 

2.	 If XO = h(YO, pO) and pO. Xl = pO. XO = YO, then denoting UO = U(XO) 
= V(YO, pO) we have 

P I Xl 
P(uo. pO pi) 2: _._ (1.22),	 , - 0 1

P ·x 

That is, the "true" cost-of-living index is bounded below by the 
Paasche price index. 

Frisch noted that if both inequalities are satisfied simultaneously, then 
under the stated conditions the Laspeyres and Paasche indices are 
necessarily the same, and moreover Xl and XO must lie on the same in
difference surface (and indeed, if the demand function is single-valued, 
Xl = XO); consequently (p. 25), "the simultaneous fulfillment of both 
KonUs conditions is, therefore, a trivial case, when the points compared 
lie in the same indifference map." 

Frisch contrasted this with the limits obtained by Haberler (1927, 
pp. 89-92), which he interpreted (rightly, in my opinion) as follows: 

1. If XO = h(Yo, pO), then, denoting UO = U(XO) = V( yO, pO), 

PI 

P(UO; pO,pl) ~~ 
XO 

(1.23)
P ·x 

That is, the change in the cost of living from situation (yo, pO) to 
situation (yl,pl), defined as the ratio yl/yO, where yl is the 
hypothetical expenditure in period 1 that would make (p,pl) 
indirectly indifferent to (yo, pO), is bounded above by the 
Laspeyres price index. 

2. Ifx l = h(yl,pl),then, denoting u l = U(xl) = V(y\pl), 

pi Xl 
P(ul; pO,i) ~ -0·-1 (1.24) 

P ·x 

That is, the change in the cost of living from situation (yo, pO) to 
situation (Y\ pi), defined as the ratio yl/yO, where yo is the 
hypothetical expenditure in period 0 that would make (yo,pO) 
indirectly indifferent to (yI,pl), is bounded below by the 
Paasche price index. 

He noted that under expenditure proportionality - an assumption 
that originally was only implicit (Haberler, 1927), but which was subse
quently made explicit (Haberler, 1929, p. 8) in response to Bortkiewicz's 
charge that the result was simply fallacious (1928, pp. 428-9) - because 
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PI Xl pi XO
 
-0·-1 ~ P(u; pO, pi) ~ -0'-0 (1.25)
 
p ·x	 p ·x 

That (1.25) holds when XO and Xl lie on the same indifference surface, 
and hence u = U(XO) = U(xl), as is immediately obvious from (1.23) and 
(1.24), was shown by Keynes (1930, I, p. 110) [who referred to Haberler 
(1927) and Pigou (1929)], Bortkiewicz (1932, p. 21), and Allen (1933, 
p. 204), but as Frisch (1936a, p. 26) pointed out, "none of these three 
authors noted the perfectly trivial character of" (1.25) in this case. 
Because e(u; pO) = pO'xo and e(u; pi) = pl 'xl we then have simply 
P(u; pO, pl) = pIXI/pOXO, and the bounds (1.25) are superfluous. Even 
Staehle (1935, pp. 169, 172), who had provided a detailed exposition of 
Haberler's 1927 and 1929 contributions (Staehle, 1934, pp. 76-9), thought 
that the condition U(XO) = U(xl) was necessary as well as sufficient for 
(1.25) to hold. In this he was influenced by Bortkiewicz (1928). Writing 
decades later, Allen (1949,1975, pp. 65-72) showed no evidence of having 
assimilated the results discovered by Haberler (1929) and proved by 
Frisch (1936a), namely, that homotheticity of preferences is necessary 
and sufficient for (1.25) to be true for any two arbitrary equilibrium 
situations (pO, XO) and (pi, Xl). 

A signal service to the profession was provided by Schultz (1939a) in 
arranging for the publication of an English translation of KonUs's 1924 
article and pointing out that its contents had been greatly distorted by 
Bortkiewicz (1928, 1932). It turned out that KonUs had in fact obtained 
the Haberler conditions (1.23) and (1.24) three years before Haberler. 
He had also sought conditions under which the standards of living would 
be equivalent in two different situations (the part of his treatment sum
marized by Bortkiewicz), but had himself pointed out, as Frisch later 
showed, that the true cost-of-living index in such a situation would be 
simply the ratio of expenditures. He went further, however, in seeking 
conditions under which (1.25) would hold for some standard of living 

lu' intermediate between UO = U(XO) and u = U(xl). He did not, 
however, obtain the general Haberler-Frisch homotheticity result. The 
closest he came to this was a characterization, in collaboration with 
Buscheguennce (1925) (KonUs and Buscheguennce, 1926), of prefer
ences under which Fisher's "ideal index" (the square root of the prod
ucts of the Laspeyres and Paasche indices) would be an exact cost-of
living index - preferences generated by a homogeneous quadratic utility 
function of the form U(x) = (X'AX)1I2 - as well as conditions (Cobb
Douglas preferences) under which a geometric price index would be an 
exact cost-of-living index (ct. Diewert, 1976; Afriat, 1977). In these cases 
the Laspeyres-Paasche bounds would of course be unnecessary. 

Schultz's 1939 exposition (1939a) was astonishing in one respect. It 
P(u;pO, pi) is then independent of u, the two limits reduce to the double praised KonUs's work as a forerunner of the results of Allen and Staehle 
limit - results that (at least in the case of Allen) Frisch had characterized as L 
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bundle Xl consumed at prices pi that is indifferent to the bundle xO."perfectly trivial" (1936a, p. 26). On the other hand, it made no mention 
Stimulated by a formulation of Bowley (1928), Frisch took a secondof Frisch (1936a) or of Haberler (1927, 1929) (except as the subject 
order Taylor approximation of a utility function around the point xo:of Bortkiewicz's 1928 review). From then on, it seems that the most •
important contributions to index-number theory - the Hallerler-Frisch n
 

propositions concerning the implicit assumption of homotheticity U(xl ) - U(XO) = I,Ui(XO)(x) - xp)
 

underlying the economic theory of index numbers - were buried alive.
 
so to speak, and had to be rediscovered.
 

Rediscoveries there were, because truth always waits to be discovered. 
One was that of Malmquist (1953, p. 215) - though only a very acute 
reader would be able to discern homotheticity in the purely technical 
assumption he provided. The first systematic rediscovery appears to have 
been that of Pollak (1971), which was not published until 1983 (in a very 
obscure volume), and again in 1990. Shortly after came that of Afriat 
(1972). Resurrection of the idea came with Samuelson and Swamy (1974) 
and Samuelson (1974), although Frisch and Haberler still were not given 
their full due. The Laspeyres and Paasche bounds (1.23) and (1.24) 
were attributed by Diewert (correctly, as original discoverer) to Konus 
(Diewert, 1981, p. 168; 1990, p. 85); the condition for the double inequal
ity (1.25) to hold was correctly attributed to Frisch (Diewert, 1981, p. 
168), though no mention was made of Haberler. The theorem that the 
cost-of-living function P(U;pO,pl) is independent of u if and only if the 
preference ordering is homothetic was attributed to Malmquist (1953), 
Pollak (1971), and Samuelson and Swamy (1974) by Diewert (1981, p. 
166), though in a footnote (p. 200) he remarked as follows: "It seems clear 
that earlier researchers such as Frisch (1936, p. 25) also knew this result, 
but they had some difficulty in stating it precisely, since the concept of 
homotheticity was not invented until 1953 (Shephard, 1953; Malmquist, 
1953)." It is perhaps true that the word "homotheticity" did not enter the 
vocabulary until 1953, but the concept was surely well understood by 
Haberler (1929), Frisch (1936a), Bergson (1936), and Samuelson (1942). 
But the bulk of the profession apparently was not ready to accept the 
need to postulate severe restrictions on preferences in order to justify 
the use of index numbers in economic analysis. Thus it was the fate of 
this true genius, Frisch, that much of his work was misunderstood and 
buried by his contemporaries because it was too advanced for that time 
and had to await rediscovery. /. 

~ 

1.3 The Double-Expenditure Method 

One of the most novel ideas presented in Frisch (1936a) was the double
expenditure method (pp. 27-30). The problem posed was this: Suppose 
we are given data on a quantity vector XO = (x~, xg, ... , x?,) and a price 
vector pO = (p~, pg, ... ,P?') observed at time 0, where XO is consumed at 

i=l (1.26) 

+ ~ ~[~Uij(XO)(X} - xn}x) - xp) 

where Ui(x) = aU(X)/dxi and Ui/X) = a2U(X)/dxidxj. Noting that the 
quadratic term in the Taylor expansion of U;(XO) is 

n 

Ui(X I ) - Ui(XO) = I,Uij(XO)(x) - xn (1.27) 
j~1 

and substituting the left member of (1.27) into the bracketed term of 
(1.26), we obtain 

U(xl ) - U(XO) = ~ I,;I~JUi(XO) + Ui(X I )](X[ - x?) 

= ~ I,;~I (WO p? + Wi pf)(X[ - x?) (1.28) 

_ WI y l + wOyO + WO",n pOxl _ Wi ",n pI XO 
~i=l f I ~i=l 1 1 

where 

w' = Vy(y',p') where Vy(Y,p) = aV(Y,p) (1.29) 

is the marginal utility of income in period t, and Y' is period-t income, 
the quantities consumed satisfying the budget constraint 1:7=1 pix; = yr. 
To obtain Xl, the expression (1.2i) must be set equal to zero. 

lNow Frisch introduces another approximation, namely, Wi y = wOYO, 
and notes that it is satisfied exactly if preferences are homothetic 
("expenditure proportionality"), appealing to formula (1.13). Adopting 
this assumption, (1.28), when set equal to zero, becomes, using the budget 
constraint, 

n n n n 
'" II'" 01_'" 00'" 10£..,Pi Xi .£..,Pi Xi - £..,Pi Xi .£..,Pi Xi (1.30) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=l 

The term on the left Frisch denotes DOl and calls the double expenditure 
along Engel curve 1 ((x: (::JY)x = hey, pI))), with Engel curve 0 ((x: (::JY)x 
= hey, pom as a base. Likewise the term on the right, D IO, is the double 
expenditure along Engel curve 0, with 1 as a base. Intuitively, at any point 
along Engel curve 1 we may ask the following: (1) What is the cost of 

L 
purchasing this bundle at prices pi? (2) What would be the cost of purprices pO. This is called the base-period quantity and price. Suppose we 
chasing this bundle at prices pO? The product of these costs is the double are also given a price vector pl. The problem is to find a commodity 
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expenditure. A point Xl on path 1 is indifferent to a point XO on path 0 
if and only if (under this approximation) its double expenditure DOl 

relative to path 0 is equal to the double expenditure D IO of point XO 

relative to path 1. The concept can be applied to different markets (e.g., 
different countries) in place of different time periods with suitable inter
pretations (ct. Menderhausen, 1938; Frisch, 1937). Frisch subsequently'I... ...........
 
(1938), following some further comments by Bowley (1938), carried out 
some simulations with some two-commodity utility functions to see how 
good an approximation his method gave; the results were certainly very 
favorable. 

The following year, Wald (1939) raised an objection to Frisch's 
method. He pointed out that taking a Taylor approximation of the utility 
function to two terms amounted to assuming that the utility function 
was quadratic; hence "it is superfluous to make additional assumptions, 
because the polynomial assumption already suffices for the unique deter
mination of the index" (p. 329). He proceeded to carry out this deter
mination and showed that the utility function could be approximated by 
a quadratic function in the neighborhood of comparison points. Frisch, 
in a footnote to Wald's paper (p. 329n), made the point that "my addi
tional 'superfluous' assumption may indeed in many cases correct for 
part of the error committed by assuming the indicator as a polynomial" 
and reported that he had experimented with Wald's method and found 
that the goodness of approximation was about the same for the two 
methods, but that "Dr. Wald's method proved to be much more labori
ous." Except for some interesting comments by Samuelson and Swamy 
(1974), that appears to be where the subject has rested!IO 

1.4 Fisher's Tests for Internal Consistency of Index Numbers 

An important early contribution of Frisch was his demonstration (1930) 
that if prices and quantities are chosen arbitrarily, there exists no rela
tive index number (comparing situations at two points of time) that 
satisfies simultaneously several of Fisher's (1922) tests. That paper drew 
the attention of Subramanian (1934), who found technical problems 
with Frisch's proofs, but Frisch's reply (1934d) seemed to put the matter 
at rest. The issue was revived by Swamy (1965), who provided a rigor
ous proof of the incompatibility of four of Fisher's tests. Eichhorn (1976) 
subsequently furnished proofs that dispensed with continuity and dif
ferentiability assumptions, and the topic has been treated at length by 
Eichhorn and Voeller (1976). A recent survey has been provided by Balk 
(1995). 

Samuelson and Swamy (1974), by removing the assumption that prices 

10	 An interesting discussion of Wald's approach and its relation to that of Buscheguennce 
(1925) has been provided by Afriat (1977, pp. 133-40). 
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and quantities can be chosen arbitrarily, and taking account of the fact 
that quantities are chosen optimally at given prices, were able to find 
index-number formulas that satisfied "the spirit" of Fisher's tests "in the 
only case in which a single index number of cost of living makes eco
nomic sense - namely the 'homothetic' case" (p. 567). A valuable dis
cussion has been provided by Samuelson (1974, pp. 15-21). 

Going back to Allen (1933), it is clear that from a welfare point of 
view what is really sought is an indirect utility function, and it is only in 
the case of homothetic preferences that such a function has the form 
V(Y, p) = Y/C(P) , where C(P) can be interpreted as a cost-of-living func
tion. There are other cases where it makes more sense to subtract a cost
of-living index from income,u It is ironic that Frisch's 1936 approach to 
index-number theory, combined with his criterion of "expenditure pro
portionality," should in the end have furnished the required solution to 
his 1930 impossibility theorem! 

1.5 Taxation and Welfare 

Fisher (1927) constructed an ingenious example of three households, 
with households 1 and 3 living in the same district and thus facing the 
same prices but having different incomes, and household 2 facing differ
ent prices. He assumed that all three had identical preferences, repre
sentable by an additively separable utility function, and moreover that 
for each of two commodity groups the shares of expenditure were con
stant irrespective of prices and income [so that we are in the case f3 = 0 
of (1.17)]. By assuming that households in a sample could be found such 
that households 1 and 2 consumed the same amount of food and house
holds 2 and 3 consumed the same amount of housing, he was able to 
show that from this information one could deduce the marginal utility 
of income and the income of each household, and thus the elasticity of 
the marginal utility of income with respect to income. The object of this 
exercise was to determine the just degree of progression of an income 
tax. By the "principle of equal sacrifice" he meant that the subjective 
sacrifices of different households should be equated, these being defined 
as the product of the marginal utility of income and the amount of the 
tax payment. This kind of welfare economics has, of course, been pretty 
much discredited since the time of Lionel Robbins, but even if it is 
accepted, Fisher's assumption that the taxes are sufficiently small so as 
not to appreciably affect income and thus the marginal utility of income, 
even if realistic in 1927, would certainly not be so today. In any case, 
Fisher used this principle to show how one could calculate the optimal 

11	 If preferences are of the "parallel" form with respect to commodity 1, then a represen
tation of indirect preferences is given by V(Y,p) = [Y - C(P)]/PI' Cf. Chipman and 
Moore (1980, p. 941). 
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rates at different incomes given information on prices and consumption 
of different households. 

In "Sur un probleme" (Frisch, 1926a) there is no indication that 
Frisch's research had similar goals; rather, it was a study in positive eco
nomics, with much of it devoted to the problem of statistical estimation 
of the marginal utility of income as a function of income and the price 
level. He had, in that paper, referred to Jordan (1924), who had asso
ciated mathematical expectation with equal taxes, Bernoullian moral 
expectation with proportional taxes, and his proposed "harmonic expec
tation" with progressive taxes. However, Frisch was interested only in 
the empirical realism of the functional forms. In New Methods (1932c), 
however, he devoted an entire chapter (ch. 11) to "Money Utility and 
the Income Tax." But he was far more cautious than Fisher, considering 
in turn the principles of equal sacrifice and proportional sacrifice and 
several others, ending with a Rawlsian "minimum-sacrifice" principle. 
Finally he insisted on specifying a particular "justice-definition" and 
insisted that "our statistically determined money utility curve in itself 
neither proves nor disproves the 'justice' of a progressive income tax, 
it will do so only when a particular form of [justice-definition] is used" 
(p.133). 

An important controversy in which Frisch was engaged was his 1939 
debate with Hotelling about the welfare effects of excise taxes. Follow
ing Marshall (1890), but using a more sophisticated argument, Hotelling 
(1938) claimed that any system of ad-valorem excise taxes would be 
worse than a proportional income tax. Frisch objected to this conclusion 
and found a slip in Hotelling's argument. The argument, like all the 
previous ones discussed in this section, is stated in terms of a single 
consumer: 

Suppose our single individual consumes n commodities in amounts Xi 
with prices Pi' Prior to the imposition of excise taxes, the individual con
sumes a bundle XOat prices pO and income yo so as to maximize a utility 
function U(x) subject to the budget constraint pO. XO= yo. After the intro
duction of taxes, market (tax-inclusive) prices and after-tax income 
are pI and yl, respectively, and a bundle Xl is chosen that maximizes 
U(x) subject to pI .Xl = yI. The government collects R = (pI _ pO). Xl _ 
(yl - yO) in net revenues. Because the government is assumed by 
Hotelling to collect (pt - p?)xt in taxes on commodity i, p~ must be 
identified with the production cost after the tax as well as with the 
market price (= production cost) before the tax, that is, the tax does not 
affect pre-tax unit production costs, so that supplies are infinitely elastic; 
perhaps there is a single factor of production in the economyY 

12 This results, as is well known, when there are constant returns to scale and no joint 
production; cf. Samuelson (1951), and for an elementary exposition, Chipman 
(1953). 
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Let the ad valorem excise-tax rate on commodity i and a proportional 
income-tax rate be denoted 

ti = pI j pP - 1 and to = 1 - yl jyo (1.31) 

respectively (negative taxes are interpreted as subsidies). The govern
ment's net revenues are 

n 

R = L,tiP?X;1 + toYo = 0 (1.32) 
i=1 

assumed zero because the government distributes the entire proceeds of 
these excise taxes back to the consumer (or taxes the consumer if these 
are negative). The consumer's budget constraint after the imposition of 
the taxes is 

n 

L,(1 + t;)pPxI = pl'XI = yl = (1 - to)Y° (1.33) 
i~1 

Equations (1.33) and (1.32) together imply 
n n 

yo - L,ppxI = L,tiP?Xil + toYo = R = 0 
i=1 i=1 

that is, that Xl satisfies the budget constraint 

pO .xl = yO (1.34) 

and hence Xl was in the consumer's original budget set. 
According to Hotelling (1938, p. 252), setting aside the "infinitely 

improbable ... contingency" that XO and Xl lie on the same indifference 
surface, it follows that "if a person must pay a certain sum of money in 
taxes, his satisfaction will be greater if the levy is made directly on him 
as a fixed amount than if it is made through a system of excise taxes 
which he can to some extent avoid by rearranging his production and 
consumption," 

It was pointed out by Frisch (1939a,b) that Hotelling implicitly 
Oassumed that Xl *- x , whereas if the system of excise taxes were uniform 

(i.e., ti = t for i = 1, ... , n), then it would follow that Xl = xO
, and 

Hotelling's conclusion would not follow. The reason for this is that under 
a system of uniform (ad-valorem) excise taxes, the consumer's post-tax 
budget constraint (1.33) becomes 

1 - t 
(1 +t)po·xl = (1- to)Y°, hencepo·xl = 1 +; yO (1.35) 

On the other hand, the government's budget constraint (1.32) becomes 

tpO .Xl = -toyO , hence pO .Xl = _ ~ yO (1.36)1 
t 
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Putting (1.35) and (1.36) together, we conclude that 

1 - to _ to . l'-, Imp ymg to = -t (1.37)
1 + t t 

Substituting (1.37) back into the consumer's post-tax budget constraint 
(1.35), we obtain 

(1 + t)pO ·x l = (1 + t)Yo 

which is a multiple of, hence identical with, his pre-tax budget constraint 
(1.34). Therefore, so long as demand is single-valued (as Hotelling 
assumed), it must follow that Xl = xO. Therefore, a system of uniform (ad
valorem) excise taxes is equivalent to a proportional income tax. 
Hotelling (1939) conceded the point. 

1.6 The "Complete Scheme" 

In a return to utility theory, Frisch (1959) developed his "complete 
scheme" for computing own- and cross-elasticities of demand in a com
plete system of demand functions. He observed that it was generally 
more difficult to estimate cross-elasticities than own-elasticities and that 
the imposition of restrictions on the forms of preference relations would 
facilitate the drawing of conclusions concerning these price elasticities 
from information about budget shares and income elasticities. The two 
principal restrictions were (1) the assumption that market demand is 
derivable from aggregable rational preferences and (2) the assumption 
of "want-independence" as between certain groups of commodities. 

To formulate the concept of want-independence, Frisch proceeded as 
follows. Let the system 

a 
Vi = dx. V(XI' Xz,···, x,,) (i = 1,2, ... ,n) (1.38) 

I 

be regarded as a mapping from the n commodity quantities Xi to the n 
marginal utilities Vi. The elasticities 

_ dvi(x) Xj _ aZV(x) Xj
v··- --.- - . (1.39) 

II dxj Vi(X) dxidxj aV(x)jdxi 

are called the "utility accelerations." Frisch then considered the mapping 
inverse to (1.38). This involves the implicit assumption that such an 
inverse exists. For example, if (to fulfill his first criterion) individual 
preferences are assumed to be identical and homothetic, then a 
homogeneous-of-degree-l utility indicator Vex) representing these pref
erences must be ruled out, since its Hessian determinant - which is the 
Jacobian determinant of the mapping (1.38) - would then vanish. Con
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sequently, Frisch implicitly had to assume that these preferences are 
represented by a strongly increasing and concave function Vex) = 

f[V(x)], where feu) is such that f'(u) > 0 and j"(u) < O. In the case, for 
example, of the homogeneous-of-degree-l CES utility function Vex) = 

(~7~1 aixifi)-lIfJ (where {3 > -1 and ~7~1 ai = 1), one could choose feu) = 

-(sgn{3)u-fi for {3 =F 0 and feu) = logu for {3 ~ 0 to obtain the Bergson 
family Vex) given by (1.17). With this assumption, the conditions of Gale 
and Nikaido (1965) are satisfied, and one can define the inverse mapping 

(1.40)Xi = ~i(VI,V2, ••. ,Vn) (i = 1,2, ... , n) 

and the corresponding elasticities 

a~i(V) ~ (1.41)
~;j = -----a;:' ~i (v) 

which Frisch described as the "want elasticities." 
Frisch stated (1959, p. 182) that "although not invariant under a 

general transformation of V, the magnitude ~ij expresses a very realistic 
fact: It answers the question: is the want for good j elastic or not with 
respect to the quantity i?" Frisch also defended his adherence to a par
ticular cardinal utility indicator in the following terms (p. 178): 

To proceed from assumptions about an abstract theoretical set-up and 
from them to draw conclusions about the observable world and to test 
- by rough or more refined means - whether the conformity with obser
vations is "good" enough, is indeed the time honoured procedure that 
all empirical sciences, including the natural sciences, have used. I shall 
therefore not plead guilty of heresy even if I do work with choice
theory concepts that are not invariant under a general monotonic trans
formation of the utility indicator. 

There Frisch was absolutely on firm ground. As Debreu (1960) showed, 
and indeed as Samuelson unwittingly showed in his early criticisms 
of Frisch cited earlier, the property that there exists a utility indicator 
Vex) such that aV/dx, > 0 and aZUldxT < 0 for i = 1,2, ... , n, and 
aUldx;dxj = 0 for i =F j, has strong empirical implications (in particular, 
that all goods are normal, as Pareto had shown as early as 1892), yet this 
assumption is not invariant with respect to monotone transformation 
of the utility function. 13 Frisch proceeded to adopt the assumption of 
want-independence as between certain commodities; in the special case 
in which the cross-elasticities (1.41) vanish for all i =F j (which Frisch did 
not assume), the Jacobian matrix of the inverse mapping (1.40) - hence 
that of the original mapping (1.38) - is diagonal, and the cross-utility 
accelerations (1.39) vanish for i =F j. But the latter assumption is equiv

13 For further discussion and references, see Chipman (1977a). 
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alent to the assumption of independent commodities, ;PUIJxJJxf = 0 for 
i oF j. Combined with the assumption of identical homothetic preferences 
needed for aggregation, this brings us right back to Frisch's original 
assumptions analyzed earlier in Section 1.1: Homotheticity plus univer
sal want-independence implies that utility functions are of the Bergson 
form (1.17). 

The foregoing conclusions (which are stronger than warranted by 
Frisch's actual assumptions) still do not detract from the usefulness of 
Frisch's 1959 analysis, however, which rests largely on the interrelations 
developed among his many new concepts. For example, defining the price 
elasticity of demand by !rif = Jh/dpf'P/h;, the income elasticity of demand 
by 1]i = Jh/JY· Ylhi, the budget share by (Jj = P;X/Y, and the flexibility of 
the marginal utility of income (or "money flexibility") by 

Jw Y	 JV(Y,p)
w 

v = -- where w(Y p) = --
Jyw' 'JY 

Frisch presented formulas relating the price elasticities to the remaining 
14concepts. Under the assumptions of the Bergson family of utility 

functions (1.17), the own-utility accelerations and the money flexibility 
coincide: 

Vii = ill = -(1 + (3) = -1. (i = 1, 2, ... , n) 
a 

hence the own-want elasticities are the reciprocals of these. 

2	 Estimation of Demand and Supply Functions, and
 
Statistical Confluence Analysis
 

2.1	 Estimation of Demand and Supply Functions 

In the early part of his career Frisch had been devoting a great portion 
of his energies to statistical methods, particularly to the study of multi
collinearity (Frisch, 1929a). During that decade, considerable progress 

14 These were 

- (0 1- 0;1];) d - 0(1 1]/)Ira - -1'/i i - -w-'- an nil - -11; +---;;; (i *- j)J 

(assuming want-independence between i and all other goods for Jr,; and assuming want
independence between i and j for Jr;). Unfortunately I have been unable to reconcile 
these formulas with those that apply in the case ofthe Bergson family (1.18), which yield, 
for i *- j, ~ 

Jr .. = __fJ_al/(l+P)p~~l+P)/~al/(l+PlpPf(l+P)

'( I} 1+J3 J ~ k kJ 

""
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had been made in developing methods to estimate demand and supply 
curves, following the seminal paper by Working (1927), who showed by 
simple geometric arguments that "statistical demand curves" could be 
fitted to intersections of shifting demand and supply curves and that they 
could legitimately be interpreted as demand curves only if supply curves 
shifted much more than demand curves over the sample period. During 
that period, Schultz (1925, 1928) was the most notable contributor to the 
literature on statistical estimation of demand and supply curves; his work 
took advantage of the fact that because foodstuffs entered into interna
tional trade, the relevant data needed to estimate a demand function 
(consumption) were different from the relevant data needed to estimate 
a supply function (production). However, there was considerable uncer
tainty as to the proper procedure to follow in the case of a closed 
economy. 

It was during that same period that Leontief (1929) proposed a solu
tion to the problem. He assumed that demand and supply relations were 
linear in the logarithms, with constant slopes (elasticities) over time, and 
were subject to random shifts that were independent as between demand 
and supply relations. His method (1929, p. 29*) was to divide the time 
series into two periods and perform regressions in each of the two 
periods, and then solve the resulting equations jointly to obtain two elas
ticity estimates, one of which would be interpreted as a demand elastic
ity, and the other as a supply elasticity. 

Leontief's article, which had already been criticized by Schultz,15 pro
voked Frisch into writing his Pitfalls monograph (1933b). He formulated 
the model as (p. 11) 

x, = u,	 + apt (demand) 
(2.1) 

x, = V, + (3p, (supply) 

where x, and p, stand for the logarithms of the observed quantity and 
price of a commodity at time t (I have added the time subscripts) and u, 
and V, are unobserved shifts. He then (p.12) restated equations (2.1) with 
the variables x" p" U" and V, expressed as deviations from their sample 
means; consequently, he took the sums of squares and cross-products of 

15	 Cf. Schultz (1930, app. II), as largely reproduced later (Schultz, 1938, pp. 83-95). Schultz's 
criticism rested mostly on the results of Leontief's procedure. For example, he applied 
Leontief's method to data on U.S. consumption and prices of sugar that he had used 
earlier (Schultz, 1928) (where he had employed consumption data only for estimation 
of the demand curve, and production data for the supply curve), saying (p. 87n): "This 
example is not unfair to Leontief, for in his own examples he derives both coefficients 
of elasticity sometimes from the statistics of consumption and prices, and sometimes 
from the data of production and prices, without considering the problems which arise 
when the economy under consideration is not a self-contained economy." He then 
ridiculed the resulting estimate of the supply elasticity of 15.0. However, this leaves open 
the question whether the mistake was to apply the method to a commodity that enters 
strongly into international trade or whether it was in the statistical method itself. 
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the deviations of U I and VI from their means, expressed as sample 
moments 

n _ Z 

In"" L,(u l - u) , Invv = ~)VI - V)2, In"v = I,(ur - u)(vr - v) 
I~I 1~1 I~I 

(where n is the sample size) with similar definitions for In .." In ,pp m tp 

leading to the three equations 

m"" = Inxx - 2alnxp + a 2lnpp 

Invv = Inn - 2f3mxp + f32 In pp (2.2) 

In"v = Inxx (a + f3)mxp + af3lnpp 

Taking the ratios of the first two and the last two equations of (2.2), he 
obtained the two "fundamental equations" 

(af3 - hf32) - (a + f3 - 2hf3)H + (1 - h)K = 0 
(2.3)(a 2 - kf32) - 2(a - kf3)H + (1 - k)K = 0 

where 

H= Inxp 
Inxx h Inlll• m/lUK = k= (2.4) 

In ' m ' ln ' pp pp vv mvv 

He solved these equations for a and f3. He then gave precIsion to 
Working's conclusions: In particular, if the parameter k expressing the 
relative variance of U and V (Frisch used the more colorful terminology 
"relative violence") goes to zero, then the demand elasticity a can be 
determined uniquely from the moments (p. 15), but the supply elasticity 
f3 will be indeterminate. Today we would say that a is "identifiable" 
and f3 "unidentifiable." Frisch described this case as one exhibiting a 
"Coumot effect on the demand side." Likewise, if k ~ 00 (a "Coumot 
effect on the supply side"), f3 is identifiable, and a not. 

Frisch proceeded to spell out his objections to Leontief's procedure. 
Because Leontief assumed that the UI and VI series were uncorrelated 
(i.e., h = 0), the first of Frisch's fundamental equations (2.3) would 
reduce to (p. 21) 

af3 - (a + f3) H + K = 0 (2.5) 

.Thus, if one of the elasticities is given, the other is determined. Because 
Leontief's method consisted in dividing the sample period into two sub
periods (in Frisch's terminology, two "materials," i.e., samples or data 
sets), the foregoing equation is replaced by two, where Hand K are sub
scripted according to the data set. These two equations are then solved 
simultaneously for the two variables af3 and a + f3, which is possible pro
vided HI =1= Hz and K 1 = K z.Frisch carried out an exhaustive classification 
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of cases, culminating in a table (p. 30). His general conclusion was that 
there were only three cases in which Leontief's method would give 
correct results under his assumption of uncorrelated shifts: (1) The two 
elasticities are known to be equal in magnitude, but of opposite signs; 
but in that case an ordinary regression would give the elasticities. (2) 
There is a pronounced Coumot effect on the demand side in one data 
set, and a pronounced Coumot effect on the supply side in the other; but 
in that case, too, straightforward regression would give the correct result. 
(3) Both the "relative violence" and the correlation have significantly dif
ferent values in the two data sets. Only in the third case would Leontief's 
method do better than straight regression. But, he reasoned, for Leon
tief's method to have any raison d'etre, it would have to give good results 
in other cases. 

Leontief (1934) vigorously defended himself against those criticisms. 
He accepted the foregoing case (3) (including uncorrelated shifts) and 
stated (p. 357) that "these assumptions are essentially identical with the 
fundamental properties of the supply and demand relations which I have 
derived from a detailed discussion of the economic aspect of the 
problem," and because the other cases were "mathematical configurations 
which do not comply with the fundamental economic assumptions, 
... Professor Frisch is tilting at windmills." He then (p. 358) defended the 
assumption of uncorrelated shifts by the argument that if the shifts were 
perfectly correlated, the concepts of supply and demand functions would 
make no sense. (Of course, the shifts will generally be correlated, but not 
perfectly so, and so this argument appears to be irrelevant.) But finally 
he came to a technical argument that, although arcane, seems worth 
describing in detail, because he made it his main point. 

Frisch (1933b, p. 12) had expressed the parameters Hand K of 
(2.4) as 

(mxxH= rl, K = 12 
, where r = 

nlxp 
1/2 

and I = )1/2 (2.6) 
(mnm pp ) 

mpp 

That is, r is the correlation between x and p, and I is the "relative vio
lence" of x over p, that is, "the intensity (the amplitude) of fluctuations 
in x as compared with the intensity of fluctuations in p" (p. 11). Accord
ingly, under Leontief's assumption h = 0, the fundamental equations 
(2.5) for the two data sets become 

af3 - (a + f3h/l + lIZ = 0 
(2.7)

af3 - (a + f3)rz/2 + I? = 0 

which, when summed, give, in Leontief's notation (1934, p. 360), 

2-(a + f3)rl/l + 11 = -(a + f3)rz/2 + Ii (2.8) 
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from which Leontief concluded the following: "Now it is evident that if 
II = Iz it follows that rl = rz and, on the other hand, if rl *- rz, II *- Iz." He 
went on to say that "any judgment concerning the 'significance' of the 
numerical inequality (or equality) rl *- rz ... necessarily implies a 
judgment about the 'significance' of the corresponding inequality (or 
equality) II *- Iz." 

Frisch (1934c) began his reply by arguing that the whole intent of his 
monograph had been to show that Leontief's assumptions concerning 
independent shifts, however compelling they might be from the eco
nomic point of view, were disconfirmed by Leontief's own data. He 
pointed out, rewriting (2.8) as 

Il - Ii = (a + fJ)(rlll - rzlz)	 (2.9) 

that while it implies, as Leontief noted, that II = Iz and a + fJ *- 0 imply 
rl = rz, it does not show the converse. Setting rl = rz = r yields Ii - I~ = 
(a + fJ)(11 - Iz)r, so that either II = Iz or II + Iz = (a + fJ)r, and the second 
of these equations can be satisfied in an infinite number of ways; he 
proceeded to illustrate this with a detailed numerical example. Frisch 
interpreted the first implication to mean that if uncorrelated shifts 
are assumed, and data sets are found with rl *- rz and (approximately) 
II = Iz, then the assumption must be accepted that a = -fJ; otherwise the 
assumption of uncorrelated shifts must be rejected. But as for the con
verse, Frisch ended his discussion with the following statement: 

One cannot help feeling that the prestige of economics as a science 
must suffer when papers containing such mistakes and oversights as 
Dr. Leontief's last paper, appear in a journal of high international 
standing. 

Leontief's rejoinder (1934) was unrepentant. He reiterated the argu
ment that the alternative to perfect independence was perfect correla
tion, and, as for his slip, he stated that Frisch only "proves, with the help 
of an elaborate numerical example, that a quadratic equation has more 
than one solution." 

Presumably at the editor's behest, Marschak (1934), who had pre
viously discussed Leontief's work in his own study (1931, pp. 23-8), 
was brought in as an arbiter. He pointed out that both demand and 
supply were related to other common variables such as population and 
price level. He suggested introducing other variables [anticipating the 
method of instrumental variables introduced by Reierslill (1945a) and the 
methods introduced by Koopmans (1949) to overcome the identification 
problem], as well as choosing the data sets in such a way as to make 
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in econometrics but also affected many subsequent developments that 
did not employ this approach, such as the consumer-demand studies of 
Wold and Jureen (1953) and Stone (1954), which relied basically on the 
type of reasoning introduced by Frisch. 

Finally, it may be supposed that the interchange with Leontief, 
who had appealed to Marshall (1890) to support his assumptions, had 
something to do with Frisch's penetrating lectures during that period 
on Marshall's theory of value, which were later made available in English 
translation (1950). Frisch was not one to leave any stone unturned. 

Almost 50 years after the Leontief-Frisch controversy, Leamer (1981) 
returned to the subject with a fresh look. Instead of concentrating on 
consistency of estimates, he approached the problem from the point of 
view of maximum-likelihood estimation subject to inequality constraints. 
He assumed the disturbances to be independently (serially and contem
poraneously) normally distributed. The inequality constraints were that 
the demand curve have negative slope, and the supply curve positive 
slope. He showed that the set of maximum-likelihood estimates of the 
two elasticities consisted of a hyperbola whose two branches were sep
arated by a horizontal line and a vertical line going through the points 
(b,O) and (0, b), respectively, where b is the least-squares estimate. 
Leamer showed - where I use Frisch's notation a and fJ in place of 
Leamer's notation for the demand and supply elasticities - that under 
the assumptions a < 0 and fJ > 0, 

b > 0 implies a< 0, 0< b < fJ < b, 

where b, is the reverse least-squares estimate (obtained by regressing
 
price on quantity and taking the reciprocal of the regression coefficient),
 
and that, alternatively,
 

b < 0 implies b, < a< b < 0, 0< fJ 

Leamer concluded as follows: 

The method ... rests on the unlikely assumption that the slopes a and 
f3 are constant over time but the variances are not. Still, Leontief did 
have the hyperbola properly defined,16 which is only one short step from 
the results of this paper. It is therefore surprising that Leontief's con
tribution has been so completely ignored by the post-1940 economet
rics literature. The fault seems to me to lie with excessive attention to 

16 I have not been able to find this hyperbola in Leontief (1929), though a similar hyper

the independence assumption more likely to be satisfied, rather than	 bola can be found in Allen (1939). Leontief did not assume normality; rather, as Schultz 
(1930, app. II; 1938, p. 84) explained, Leontief (1929, p. 24*) fitted the demand curve (a arbitrarily.rr	 straight line on dOUble-logarithmic scale) by minimizing the sum of squares of devia

Frisch's Pitfalls monograph (1933b) not only had tremendous tions measured parallel to the (unknown) supply curve, and vice versa. See also Schultz 
influence on the development of the simultaneous-equations approach	 (1939b). 

L
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asymptotic properties of estimators and insufficient interest in the 
shapes of likelihood functions. 

It would seem appropriate to add that the independence between 
demand and supply disturbances is crucial to this result as Frisch stressed 
(and Leamer acknowledged). 

2.2 The Frisch-Waugh Theorem 

In the course of his investigations of the relationship between sugar con
sumption and sugar prices, Frisch had to face up to the problem that, as 
was contended by a number of authors at that time, if there were a strong 
upward trend in consumption accompanied by a strong downward trend 
in price, it would be a mistake to de-trend the data series and then 
perform a regression on the de-trended series [called the "individual 
trend method" by Frisch and Waugh (1933)], as opposed to including 
time explicitly as one of the explanatory variables (called the "partial 
time regression method"). It was the accomplishment of the paper by 
Frisch and Waugh (1933) to show that so long as the relations are 
assumed to be linear, both methods give exactly the same result. The 
Frisch-Waugh theorem was generalized by ReierSji)1 (1945b) to any 
instrumental set of variables and was applied by Lowell (1963) to sea
sonal adjustment. It has been given prominence in a recent text (David
son and MacKinnon, 1993, pp. 19-24) and has been further developed 
and generalized by Fiebig, Bartels, and Kramer (1996), who point out 
that the result has also been implicitly derived and used by a number of 
authors. 

The problem can be formulated in terms of the simple regression 
model 

y = X/3 + E = [Xl X2][~J + E = X l/31 + X 2/32 + E 

where the n X k matrix X (assumed of rank k) is partitioned into 
n X k l and n X k2 matrices. According to the individual-trend method, 
one first regresses both y and Xl on the trend term X 2 to obtain 

b; = (X~X2fl X 2y and B; = (X2X 2t X~Xl 

The deviations of y and Xl from their trends (the de-trended series) are 
then 

y* = y - X 2b; = (I - H 2)y and x7 = Xl - X 2B; = (I - H 2)XI 

(2.10) 

respectively, where we define Hi = Xi(X;XJ-IX; for 1,2. The 
estimate of /31 by the individual-trend method is then 
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* ( *, *)-1 *, (2.11)bl = Xl Xl Xl y* 

The estimate of /31 by the partial-time-regression method is bt, where 

b = [b I
] = [X{XI X{X2]-I[X{]y = (X'xt Xy (2.12)

b2 X 2X I X 2X 2 Xl 

The expression for b l can be obtained from standard formulas for 
inverses of partitioned matrices, but Frisch and Waugh showed that there 
is a simpler, direct approach. Defining H = X(X,X)-IX', and observing 
that 

Xl = X<I>1 = [Xl X2][I~j] and X 2 = X<I>2 = [Xl X2][I~J (2.13) 

we see easily that HH = HHi = Hi for i = 1,2; hence
 

(I - Hi)(I - H) = (I - H)(I - Hi) = 1- H (i = 1,2) (2.14)
 

consequently, from (2.13) and the definition of H,
 

(I - H)Xi = (I - H)X<I>, = 0 and (I - H;)Xi = 0 (i = 1,2)
 
(2.15) 

Therefore, denoting the residual from the regression (2.12) bye = y 
Xb = (I - H)y, we have 

y = Xb + e = Xjbl + X 2b2 + (I - H)y (2.16) 

Now we observe from (2.14) and (2.13) that premultiplication of (2.16) 
by X;(I - H2) annihilates the last two terms on the right, leaving 

X{(I - H 2)y = X{(I - H 2)Xjbl 

hence 

bl = [X{(I - H 2)Xd-
1 
X{(I - H 2)y (2.17) 

Given the definitions (2.10), and using the idempotency and symmetry 
of H 2, it follows that the estimators (2.11) and (2.17) of /31 are precisely 
the same. This is the Frisch-Waugh theorem. 

Frisch and Waugh also proved the identity of the residuals
 

e = y - Xb = Y - Xlb j - and * *
 X 2b2 e * = y * - Xl bl 

This follows from (2.10) and the fact that 
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e* = (I - H 2 )(y - Xlbd (since bt = bd 
= (I - H2 )(y - Xlbl - X 2b 2 ) [since (I - H 2 )X2 = 0] 

= (I - H 2 )(y - Xb) 

= (I - H 2 )(I - H)y 

= (I - H)y = e [from (2.14)] 

2.3 Statistical Confluence Analysis 

Frisch's work on what he called "confluence analysis" stemmed from the 
anomalous results obtained when statistical methods such as multiple 
regression were extended from experimental applications to applications 
involving nonexperimental observations of the type studied by econo
mists. That work consists largely of two main publications (Frisch, 1929a, 
1934a). The Introduction to the second of these states (p. 9): "The present 
study has been undertaken as an indispensable preliminary step for 
certain projects, namely statistical productivity studies and statistical 
construction of econometric functions (demand and supply curve and the 
like)...." 

Frisch formulated the regression problem in econometrics in terms of 
a model y = Xj3, in which both the n X 1 vector y and the n X k matrix 
X of observations on explanatory variables consisted of sums of two 
terms: a systematic part and a disturbance. "Multicollinearity" refers to 
linear dependence among the systematic parts of the columns of X; 
owing to the disturbances, the observed matrix X can always be assumed 
to have full rank k even if the underlying systematic part of X has 
rank less than k, which leads to the danger that an investigator may 
erroneously infer a causal or structural relationship between X and y 
when there is none. Specifically, he laid down the hypothesis (1934a, 
p. 85) that the addition of a new explanatory variate was likely to exac
erbate the multicollinearity problem, increasing the likelihood that there 
would be linear dependence among the systematic parts of the explana
tory variates. To guard against this, Frisch suggested that it would be 
preferable to deliberately omit some explanatory variables that a priori 
would be considered relevant. In a passage that is strikingly prophetic of 
recent developments in statistics that emphasize sacrificing unbiasedness 
in order to improve mean-square error, Frisch stated (1934a, pp. 86-7) 
that 

in target shooting the result depends, not only on the correct aiming but 
just as much on the steadiness with which one pulls the trigger. If for 
some particular reason it is impossible to pull the trigger steadily when 
one aims exactly at the target, it is quite conceivable that it would be 
better deliberately to aim a little on the side of the target. And so in 
statistical analysis it may be found safer deliberately to leave some bias 
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in the regression coefficients by not including a certain variate in the 
analysis. 

Frisch (1934a, p. 60) based his approach on his theorem - which had 
previously been proved by Gini (1921) and later was generalized by 
Koopmans (1937, pp. 98-115), Reiers~l (1941), and Willassen (1987) 
that the "true" linear-regression coefficient between two variates lies 
between the two elementary regressions (the regression coefficient of 
Xl on X 2 and the reciprocal of the regression coefficient of X2 on Xl)' 

In order to draw inferences concerning multicollinearity among the 
systematic parts of the variates, Frisch (1934a) took pairs, triples, and 
so forth, of these variates and considered the regressions within each 
i-tuple in all possible directions. If adding a third variate to a pair, say, 
increased the stability of the regressions in, the sense that the regression 
coefficient of Xl on X2 and the inverse of the regression coefficient of X2 

on Xl were closer together when X3 was an additional explanatory vari
able, that was taken as an indication that the disturbances were major 
parts of these variates; if adding a third variate had the opposite effect, 
that was taken as an indication of multicollinearity. This is the basic 
idea of Frisch's "bunch analysis" (1934a, pp. 86-106), closely related 
to his method of "optimum regression" (1931d) and the theory of 
"cluster types" in Frisch and Mudgett (1931); a good exposition of his 
"bunch map" technique was provided by Haavelmo and Staehle (1951, 
pp.16-21). 

Frisch's work had a strong influence on Koopmans (1937), who 
provided a probabilistic formulation of Frisch's model, as well as on 
Reiers~l (1941, 1945a), who introduced the method of instrumental 
variables. And his formulation of the regression model in terms of errors 
in both dependent and independent variables led to a flurry of con
tributions culminating in the surprising finding of Wald (1940) that a con
sistent estimator of the slope of a straight line y = a + j3x in a sample 
of even size n when both variables are subject to error is given by 

",m ",n
 
"""'t=IYt - """'t=m+1 Yt
 

b= 
m ~nX - X~t=l t t=m+l t 

where m = n12. 

It is natural to ask what influence Frisch's confluence analysis had on 
the development of simultaneous-equations models. Because the stim
ulus for the latter was mainly due to Haavelmo (1943, 1944), although 

...frisch (1993bLcertainly played a part, as did Marschak and Andrews 
(1944), it is instructive to consider Haavelmo's retrospective assessment 
(1950). His basic point was that there was no reason to believe that a 
"true" structural relationship would hold exactly, as Frisch posited; 
rather, it would hold only stochastically. Thus, in a negative sense (but 
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very positive for the progress of econometrics), Haavelmo's dissatisfac

Ition with Frisch's formulation probably was the most important factor in 
the development of the simultaneous-equations approach. 

3 Capital Theory and Dynamic Economics 

Frisch's earliest work on capital theory was his 1927 article on primary 
investment and reinvestment. The problem he considered was this: 
Suppose that at an initial time an investment is made in a number of 
different goods with different durabilities, and assume that each of these 
goods has a definite durability and is replaced as soon as it wears out. 
What will be the subsequent pattern of total reinvestment over time? 
He gave examples (such as the production of a wooden hammer, iron 
hammer, and steel hammer with respective durabilities of one, two, and 
three years) that would give rise to a very marked subsequent limit cycle, 
but showed that this was atypical (resulting from the distribution of 
prime numbers from 1 to 6); with finer class intervals, he showed that 
fluctuations in reinvestment will be damped, so that a smooth flow of 
reinvestment will be approached asymptotically. This approach to pro
duction theory was first made known to English-speaking readers with 
the 1965 translation of his book Theory ofProduction - a work that has 
not received the attention that it deserves (d. Frisch 1965, ch. 16-19, 
pp. 293-345). 

A few years later, Frisch presented his methodological approach to 
static and dynamic economics in a penetrating Norwegian paper (1929b), 
of which unfortunately only the introductory sections are available in 
English. 

Shortly thereafter, during a visit to the University of Minnesota, a 
lively discussion in the Campus Club with Alvin Hansen prompted Frisch 
to make his first well-known contribution to business-cycle theory 
(1931e). Not surprisingly, in view of his previous investigation, he again 
turned his attention to the cyclical nature of replacement investment. 
The occasion for the discussion was Hansen's treatment (1927, p. 113) 
building upon the "acceleration principle" introduced by Clark (1917, 
1923), among othersY Clark had stated (1917, p. 220) that "the demand 
for maintenance and replacement of existing capital varies with the 
amount of the demand for finished products, while the demand for new 
construction or enlargement of stocks depends upon whether or not the 

17	 Including Aftalion (1909a. pp. 219-20; 1909b, pp. 71-2; 1913, II, pp. 371-3) and Bickerdike 
(1914). Earlier hints of the acceleration principle are contained in Cassel (1904,pp. 76-7; 
1918, §70, pp. 510-11; 1927, §70, pp. 527-9; 1932a, §70. pp. 528--30; 1932b, II, §69, pp. 596-8) 
and Bouniatian (1908, pp. 109-10: 1915, p.I72; 1922, p. 236; 1930, p. 266). Curiously, Frisch 
(1931e. p. 646n) cited Bickerdike's article and attributed it to Clark, evidently mistaking 
it for Clark (1917); but it seems that his criticisms of Clark were based entirely on Clark 
(1923). 

sales of the finished product are growing." Thus, "if demand be treated 
as a rate of speed ... , maintenance varies roughly with the speed, but 
new construction depends upon the acceleration." From this he had con
cluded (pp. 222-3) that "in order to bring about an absolute shrinkage 
in the demand for the intermediate product, all that may [sic] be needed 
is that the final demand should slacken its rate of growth." However, he 
subsequently (1923, p. 390) stated (less cautiously) that "the makers of 
capital equipment are bound, in the nature of the case, to suffer an 
absolute decline in the demand for their products ... whenever ultimate 
demand slackens its rate of growth," and further, "once demand for 
finished products starts growing it cannot pause or else the derived 
demand for means of production will [sic] shrink...." 

Frisch (1931e) set out to correct that formulation by introducing the 
model 

I	 = oK + k = x(oc + C); hence j = x(oC + C) (3.1) 

where C is the rate of consumption, K is the aggregate capital stock, and 
I is the rate of gross investment. It assumes that capital must maintain a 
fixed ratio x to consumption (i.e., K = xC), so that net investment must 
retain the corresponding relation to the rate of change of consumption 
(i.e., k = xC), and replacement investment is a fixed proportion of the 
capital stock (i.e., R = oK). Thus, a slowdown in the rate of growth of 
consumption, though it necessarily entails a fall in net investment k, need 
not lead to a fall in gross investment I. Moreover, Frisch observed 
(p. 649) that 

the system is, so far, quite indeterminate. In the reduced form [(3.1)] of 
the relationship, we have two variables but only one equation. It would 
be attempting the logically impossible if, from the conditions here con
sidered, we should try to demonstrate that the system must after a while 
turn into depression. 

He followed with numerous numerical examples illustrating this point. 
Clark, in his reply (1931), essentially admitted his error, but without 

missing the opportunity to retort that while Frisch's point was mathe
matically correct, his own treatment still had "the legitimacy of sound 
formulations adapted to the thinking of the majority who are laymen in 
mathematics" - evidently because replacement investment was, in his 
opinion, a small proportion of total investment. In his rejoinder, Frisch 
(1932a, p. 254) pointed out that if consumption is assumed to move cycli
cally, there is a small interval of time after the point of fastest increase 
in consumption during which investment continues to rise: 

This little interval of time around the turning-point in capital produc
tion is the critical interval in the business cycle. It is here that the enigma 
of business cycles lies. And in this critical interval capital production 
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for expansion purposes is not the dominating element in total capitalpro
duction. 

That is, replacement is not a small proportion of investment as Clark 
claimed. In his "Further Word," Clark (1932, p. 692) agreed that 

for a full explanation ... one must take account of factors acting in the 
reverse direction, namely, the fact that actual movements of consumer 
demand depend on the movements of purchasing power; and these in 
turn are governed by the rate of production in general. ... 

And Clark expressed the "hope that this discussion may stimulate some 
mathematical economist to produce a solution" (p. 693). As we shall see, 
his hope was soon fulfilled; and for his part, most of his later (1935) 
treatise on the business cycle may be regarded as his own attempt to 
meet Frisch's challenge. 

Prior to developing his business-cycle model, Frisch (1928) had devel
oped a method to extract cyclical and trend components from economic 
time series in such a way as to allow for variable amplitudes and phases, 
and he announced (1931b) a forthcoming monograph in which these 
methods would be further developed and applied to business-cycle 
research; unfortunately that never appeared. Subsequently he presented 
his vision (1931c) of future business-cycle research at a conference in 
Stockholm, including even a proposed model containing some 38 vari
ables and equations. He also carried out a detailed empirical study of 
price and quantity fluctuations in several countries (1932d), with data in 
some cases going back as far as the fourteenth century. 

Frisch (1933c) proceeded to develop a self-contained model of the 
business cycle in a brilliant contribution incorporating ideas from his 
early 1927 work, as well as his controversy with Clark. His first task 
was to generalize (3.1), and the next was to add enough suitable 
equations to make the model self-contained and determinate. The 
generalization consisted mainly in taking account of the fact that capital 
is needed to produce not only consumer goods but also more capital 
goods. In the following exposition I shall fill in some details that 
Frisch left to the reader and replace Frisch's notation with the more 
common Keynesian type of notation that has become customary in the 
macroeconomic literature. 

Let K c and K J denote the stocks of capital in the consumer-good and 
investment-good industries, respectively. Overlooking, at first, the length 
of time needed to produce capital (or, alternatively, interpreting K c and 
K J as the desired stocks of capital in the respective industries), these are 
related to production (and consumption, because there are no invento
ries) of consumer and producer goods by 

K c = xcC and K f = xJI 
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where Xc and Xf are fixed coefficients. Next, denoting by Oc and Of the 
rates of depreciation of capital in the respective industries (the recipro
cals of their durability), replacement investment is given by 

R = ocKc + oJKf = ocxcC + ofxJI = ocxcC + oJxJ(R + K) (3.2) 

which is equal to gross investment I when net investment K is zero. 
Thus, under stationary conditions (ct. Frisch 1933c, pp. 176-7) replace
ment investment is1s 

OCXc C 
(3.3)R = 1 - OfXJ 

Now imagine that the level of consumption moves from one stationary 
level C to another C + ~C; then formula (3.3) shows that replacement 
investment must rise from the indicated level to the one in which the 
factor on the right is C + ~c. Thus, net investment is 

K = Kc + KJ = xcC + xJi 

. ocxc' 
=	 xcC + XJ C 

1 - oJxJ (3.4) 

=	 (1 + OCxJ )xcC
1 - Of XJ 

It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that gross investment is 

. Xc	 " 
1= R + K = {ocC + [1 + XJ (oc - Of )]c} = mC + flC (3.5)
 

f XJ
 

where m and fl are the symbols used by Frisch to denote the more 
complicated coefficients of C and Cshown in (3.5). Note that if the dura
bility of capital is the same in the two industries (oc = Of), then (3.5) 
reduces formally to (3.1). 

Frisch next took into account the production lag in construction of 
capital. The actual capital formation at time t is the result of activities 
that have taken place in the past and that continue up to time t; these 
activities Frisch called "production starting" or "capital starting," as 
opposed to the capital formation itself, which he called the "carry-on 
activity." The latter is determined from the former by the convolution 
operation 

I,	 = rD(r)J'-rdr (3.6) 

18	 More generally, one would have to add to the right side of (3.3) the term 
[OlitAl - OIltI)]K, introducing an unpleasant complication into formula (3.4). 
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where 1, is the investment starting at time t, and D(t) is the delay 
function or, in Frisch's terminology, the "advancement function." Frisch 
chose, for simplicity, the function 

D(t) = {1/ () for 0 < t < () (3.7)
o for t ~ () 

Defining the average period of production as fo D(T)T!dT, 19 this becomes 
()12 for the foregoing special function. Differentiating (3.6) with respect 
to time, and employing (3.7), we obtain 

. 110 .	 01 1It	 = - 1t- r dT = -[-It - r ]o = -(1, - 1t-0 ) (3.8)
()o () () 

Frisch attributed this idea to Aftalion.20 

Formula (3.5) now needs to be adjusted to take account of produc
tion lags. Frisch did that by replacing the actual capital formation or 
"carry-on activity" I on the left by the "starting investment" 1: 

1 = mC + fiC	 (3.9) 

Equations (3.9) and (3.8) are two of the fundamental equations of 
Frisch's system - one a differential equation and the other a difference 
equation - involving the three variables 1,1, and C. One more equation 
is needed to close the system. 

For that, Frisch got his idea (or at least the terminology) from Walras 
(1926, ch. 29, §275, p. 305; 1954, p. 321); the desired cash balance (encaisse 
desiree), aC + {3I, where a and {3 are constants, consists in amounts of 
money needed for both consumption and investment purposes, which 
are assumed to rise during the boom faster than the money supply M. 
An excess of money demand over money supply is assumed to have its 
greatest impact on consumption (Frisch, 1933c, p. 179), causing it to 
contract; thus, the third equation of the system is21 

19	 This appears to be Frisch's implicit definition, and it is suitable for the case of a 
stationary (i.e., nongrowing) economy. In the case of an economy growing at the 
rate r, one would want to include the factor e-" in the integrand; cf. Chipman (1977b. 
p.301). 

20	 Cf. Aftalion (1908, p. 703; 1909b, p. 11; 1913, II, ch. VII, pp. 113ff.), who in turn attributed 
the idea to Bohm-Bawerk and Jevons. This formulation had already been anticipated in 
Frisch (1931e, p. 652): "In Aftalion's manner we could distinguish between capital goods 
ordered and capital goods delivered." Frisch apparently was unaware that formula (3.1) 
also goes back to Aftalion; see footnote 17. 

21	 Frisch multiplies the encaisse desiree by a factor A, which he describes (p. 189) as its 
"reining-in effect," but it seems to me simpler to absorb this factor in the coefficients a 
and 13. Further, Frisch, in place of M in (3.10), writes c (a constant); but it seems easier 
to understand the model if this is interpreted as the money supply. However, it is treated 
as a (constant) parameter to be estimated, rather than as a variable. 
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C = M - (aC + {3I) (3.10) 

Frisch made the important observation (p. 180) in connection with his 
previous controversy with Clark that if there is no production lag (3.6), 
so that 1 is replaced by I in (3.9), as in (3.5), then equations (3.9) and 
(3.10) together imply a linear relation between C and I; substitution of 
this relation in either (3.9) or (3.10) yields a first-order linear differential 
equation in a single variable, whose solution is a path of steady growth 
or contraction.22 This proved, he observed, that contrary to Clark's claim, 
(3.1) was not sufficient by itself to explain turning points in the business 
cycle. 

Frisch's model of the "propagation" process thus consists of the three 
equations (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10). He assumed that its solution would be 
of the form23 

00 

it	 = aiO + LaikePkt for i = C, I, 1 
k~1 

where the Pk are complex numbers, and found that the Pk must be roots 
of the characteristic equation 

f!.E!.- = _ {3 m + fiP 
op1 - e- a + P 

He studied the solutions for the choices () = 6, m = 0.5'fi = 10, a = 0.1, 
and {3 = 0.05 (p. 186). One curious but extremely interesting feature of 
the model, which might have been better clarified if prices and incomes 

22 Specifically, it yields the differential equation 

(1 - 13#)(; + (a - f3m)C - .\1 = 0 

which has the solution 

C=~+ke"' 
a - 13m 

(for some arbitrary constant k), where A= -(a - f3m)/(1 - 13#). If A> 0, this gives a 
path of steady growth; for the numerical coefficients supposed by Frisch (see the later 
text), A< 0, and the solution converges to C = M/(a - 13m). 

23	 It seems to be an open question whether or not this gives the correct general solution 
for Frisch's system. It is based on the Herz-Herglotz method adopted by Alfred Latka 
in the 1930s for solving the integral equation of renewal theory. Following an acrimo
nious controversy between him and Gabriel Preinreich, the dispute was finally settled 
by Feller (1941) in favor of Preinreich's criticism (but not in favor of Preinreich's own 
method). For instance, Frisch (1965, p. 323) derived the renewal equation and tried 
to solve it by Latka's method, with mixed success, whereas the solution by Laplace 
transforms is known from Feller (1941). On this, see Chipman (1977b), as well as the 
comments by Samuelson (1974, pp. 8--10). 
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had been incorporated in the analysis, is that during an upswing workers 
are being paid for production of capital that will be completed in time 
to produce more consumer goods only several years hence; because 
inventory accumulation or decumulation is not allowed, equation (3.10) 
must bring about forced saving (likewise, forced dissaving during a 
downswing). 

Frisch's business-cycle model was an extraordinary achievement. 
It was the first self-contained model of the cycle. Moreover, he found 
three cycles, of durations 8.57, 3.50, and 2.20 years, in conformity with 
much statistical data. Some observers have criticized it for exhibiting 
contrafactual symmetry between upswings and downswings (Blatt, 
1980), and no doubt it has many other faults that Frisch would readily 
have conceded; but it was a first, and it still compares very favorably with 
other models that have been developed. Kalecki's (1935) model, for 
which Frisch and Holme (1935) provided a solution, was followed by 
those of Samuelson (1939a, 1939b), Kaldor (1940), Hicks (1950), and 
Goodwin (1951). Except for Kalecki's model, none of those allowed for 
replacement investment, which Frisch considered of such importance. By 
allowing for nonlinearities such as capacity constraints and nonnegativ
ity constraints, Hicks and Goodwin were able to generate persistent limit 
cycles. But Frisch accomplished the same thing by his idea, stimulated by 
Wicksell (1907, 1918), of subjecting his model - which he regarded as 
a model of the "propagation" process, leading to damped cycles - to 
random shocks or "impulses" so as to obtain persistent cycles - an 
approach that found justification in the work of Slutsky (1927, 1937), 
Yule (1927), and Hotelling (1927). His strong belief that economic cycles 
were basically damped may have been formed by the findings of his early 
1927 article on replacement cycles. In Frisch and Holme (1935), Frisch 
criticized Kalecki for forcing the roots of his system to lie on the unit 
circle in order to obtain persistent cycles, a procedure that was further 
criticized by Haavelmo (1940). 

Frisch (1933c), toward the end of his paper, illustrated his method for 
a model of the pendulum. He showed by means of simulation that appli
cation of random shocks to a pendulum would give rise to what he called 
a "changing harmonic" (already defined in his 1928 paper), namely "a 
curve that is moving more or less regularly in cycles, the length of the 
period and also the amplitude being to some extent variable, these vari
ations taking place, however, within such limits that it is reasonable to 
speak of an average period and an average amplitude" (p. 202). For the 
case of his business-cycle model (for which simulations would not have 
been possible in 1933), he identified the random shocks with innovations 
in Schumpeter's (1926) theory. Subsequently, in replying to a criticism of 
Tintner (1938), Frisch (1939c) elaborated by explaining that "a shock is 
any event which contradicts the assumptions of some pure economic 
theory and thus prevents the variables from following the exact course 
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implied by that theory." He agreed with Tintner that Slutsky had not 
explained "in terms of economic theory how the effects of the shocks are 
'summed'," but went on to point out that his paper was precisely 
intended to fill that gap: 

I showed that if a set of variables are defined by a linear system ... , 
the time shape of one of the variables, when hit by shocks, is obtained 
by extending to the shock series a moving summation whose weight 
system is exactly the same sort of curve as that which would have given 
the time evolution of this variable, if no shocks had occurred. Thus 
economic theory furnishes the weight system, statistical theory does the 
rest. 

In his article on Wicksell, Frisch (1952, pp. 698-9) quoted a very reveal
ing passage from Wicksell outlining this approach to business-cycle 
theory, in which the shocks were identified with technical progress. In 
fact, this article reveals the profound influence that Wicksell's work must 
have had on Frisch, and in particular there is probably more of Wicksell 
behind (3.10) than Walras. 

Not until 1990 did it occur to anybody to take the logical step of using 
a computer to simulate Frisch's model- which of course was impossible 
in 1933. Thalberg (1990) carried out such simulations and found that 
fluctuations were persistent and that "the amplitude of the fluctuations 
increases with the disturbances [which he added to (3.9) and (3.10)], 
while the length of the fluctuations is more or less strongly tied to 
the propagation mechanism" (p. 108). But "the generated fluctuations 
become irregular and unpredictable," precluding forecasting more than 
two years ahead. Furthermore, the three variables of the model did not 
move in tandem, which he attributed to the omission from the model of 
any feedback from investment to consumption. He therefore added 
another independent variable jH to (3.10) so as to approximate the 
Keynesian multiplier.24 He also replaced the advancement function by 

U- OJTD(T) = W 2
• Although the modified system exhibited instability for 

some values of the parameters, in the contrary case it appeared to repro
duce observed cycles in a satisfactory way. 

4 Depression and Circulation Planning 

One of Frisch's most striking contributions (1934b) was born out of the 
experience of the Great Depression; it might have had greater impact if 
it had not been overshadowed by Keynes's General Theory, which 

24	 Another choice, which would bring the model closer to that of ~amuelson (1939a. 
1939b), would be CH + i H (the rate of increase of gross national product at 
factor cost), whose coefficient would be the marginal propensity to consume. The pre
Keynesian nature of Frisch's model is brought out by the fact that Frisch never thought 
to sum consumption and investment to obtain national income. 
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appeared two years later.25 Frisch opened his book-length article with 
the following passage: 

The most striking paradox of great depressions, and particularly of 
the present one, is the fact that poverty is imposed on us in the midst 
of a world of plenty. Many kinds of goods are actually present in large 
quantities, and other kinds could without any difficulty be brought forth 
in abundance, if only the available enormous productive power was let 
loose. Yet, in spite of this technical and physical abundance, most of us 
are forced to cut down consumption. We are compelled to make real 
sacrifices in order to economize in the use of these very goods and 
services that could easily be produced in abundance if we would only 
use our resources. 

He attributed the problem to a defect in the form of organization and 
to a situation in which groups "are forced mutually to undermine each 
other's position. ... This meaningless vicious circle is what I understand 
by the incapsulating phenomenon." The picture he painted was of a 
game that ended up in a sub-Pareto-optimal situation and even a pris
oner's dilemma. But in some respects it also is a picture of unstable 
equilibrium. 

The problem was well expressed in a subsequent publication (1963, 
p. 2) as follows: 

To illustrate ... we may think of the tailor and the shoemaker who were 
standing looking at each other with sorrowful faces. The sorrow 
stemmed from the fact that the tailor did not dare to order the shoes 
he needed because he was not sure that he would be able to sell any 
suit to the shoemaker, while the shoemaker did not dare to order the 
suit he needed because he was not sure that he would be able to sell 
any shoes to the tailor. If we include also the baker, the fisherman and 
a few others in the picture we have a good illustration of what is meant 
by the multilateral balancing problem, and in particular we get an illus
tration of the need for a system which can assure everybody that he is 
taking part in a game where a multilateral balancing is automatically 
provided for. 

One way to interpret these passages is that Frisch is showing the 
failure of Walras's law to hold in a dynamic economy. The worker, 
according to this law, will effectively demand the goods which he would 
purchase if he were to get the job he is looking for. The essential asym
metry between the buying and selling sides of the transaction is what 
leads to the breakdown; the selling must take place first. And all proofs 
of stability of competitive equilibrium assume Walras's law.26 

25	 It was preceded by an equally striking little book, Saving and Circulation Control 
(1933a), in which he traced the mechanism by which a rise in saving, instead of leading 
to increased investment, would lead to decreases in output and employment. 

26 I have discussed this question in greater detail elsewhere (Chipman, 1965). 
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In his 1934 paper, Frisch set forth a scherhatic model of the tailor
shoemaker problem, with "coefficients of optimism" in the difference 
equations. He showed in this schematic model how fluctuations could 
result merely from the nature of the trading game. He then introduced 
a model of "planned exchange" in which warrants were issued in order 
to reestablish equilibrium, then destroyed when no longer needed. The 
scheme is, of course, very close to the idea of the role of a central bank 
as lender of last resort. 

In later years Frisch extended these ideas to the problem of interna
tional equilibrium (1947, 1948b). He extended his 1934 idea of a "request 
matrix" to that of a "trade matrix" whose typical element aij represented 
the value of country i's exports to country j, where the term "exports" is 
used in a very broad sense to include long-term capital transactions; thus, 
a sustained capital movement from i to j would be included among the 
exports from j to i. Frisch's object was to devise a scheme to prevent a 
vicious circle from developing in which, starting from unbalanced trade, 
each country would successively reduce its imports to the level of its 
exports until an equilibrium would be reached with a very low level of 
trade. He distinguished (1947, p. 537) between the "specialization effect" 
of trade (the mutual advantage of international specialization and trade) 
and the "payment effect" referred to earlier, which he attributed to the 
failure of Say's law (which I have always considered to be the proposi
tion that a full-employment competitive equilibrium exists, whereas the 
failure of Walras's law does not preclude the existence of such an equi
librium, but results in its being dynamically unstable). He took as his 
"rough indicator of the welfare created by international trade" the total 
volume of international transactions in goods and services (p. 545); 
however, because this is later identified with the sum of all the elements 
of the trade matrix, it is really the total value of international transac
tions, capital as well as current.27 The other concept Frisch introduces is 
the skewness of the matrix: If the ith-row sum (country i's total exports) 
exceeds the ith-column sum (country i's total imports), the amount is 
entered to the right of the ith row as a surplus; in the contrary case 
the amount is entered at the bottom of the ith column as a deficit. 
The sum of all the surpluses (which is, of course, equal to the sum of 
all the deficits) is the skewness. The mathematical policy problem is to 
reduce the skewness to zero with minimum reduction in the total 
value of transactions. 

Frisch noted correctly that a one-country-at-a-time policy of reduc
tion of deficit countries' imports to the levels of their exports, by pro

27	 Frisch subsequently insisted (1963, p. 5) that he did mean volumes, and that "this can be 
made tangible through the medium of value figures expressed in base year prices." 
However, very few countries have price indices of imports and exports. and the avail
able unit-value data are regarded with much suspicion by many experts. 
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rata proportional reduction of imports from all countries, was a pessimal 
solution to this problem, that a balancing of accounts with much less 
drastic reduction in total transactions could be accomplished by dis
criminatory reduction in imports as between different countries. The 
algorithm used by Frisch to obtain the optimal solution was that devel
oped in his earlier paper (1934b). 

Frisch's 1947 paper was greeted with respectful skepticism on the part 
of Polak (1948) and Meier (1948). Polak pointed out that the beneficial 
effect of discrimination rested on the assumption of asymmetry in the 
behaviors of surplus and deficit countries, deficit countries reducing 
their imports to the levels of their exports, but surplus countries not 
increasing their imports to the levels of their exports. This asymmetry, 
he thought, was realistic in 1947, but not in the period of the Great 
Depression with reference to which Frisch made his case. In that period, 
he stated, countries' imports depended on their national income and rel
ative prices, and there was no reason to believe that the marginal propen
sities to import for different countries were different. His second main 
point was that if countries were forced to switch their sources of imports 
to other countries, "they would have to accept a commodity structure of 
imports which might be quite incompatible with full national output" 
unless there were considerable multilateral negotiations; but then if one 
is to have negotiation, why not use it to increase world trade rather than 
mitigate its decline? Finally, he pointed out that 

if serious disequilibria in international trade and payments were dealt 
with, not by the necessary fundamental adjustments, but by successive 
doses of discrimination, the "specialization" advantages of the remain
ing international trade would continually decline and the volume of 
international trade would lose all value as an indicator of national 
welfare. 

Meier (1948) made the additional point that Frisch's analysis 

makes the further assumption that when the active balance of a surplUS 
country is reduced by the import restrictions of the deficit countries, the 
former country will retain its imports from all countries at the initial 
level in spite of the fact that its national income will be falling due to 
the decline in its export balance. 

Frisch offered no response to those criticisms. In his second formula
tion (1948b) he broke each country's trade accounts down into 10 cate
gories, numbered from 0 to 9. However, those numbers represented not 
SITe categories, but rather the "export priority numbers" fixed by the 
authorities in exporting countries. An importer in country A would 
contact an exporter in country B, who would file an application with its 
export authority, which would assign the export priority number and 
return the application to the importer, who would file an application with 
his own country's import authority, which would in turn assign an import 
priority number to the application. Finally, an international "bureau of 
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compensation" would consider all these applications, each with two 
priority numbers, to decide which ones to accept. It would compute the 
mean of the export priorities by weighting them by the total amount of 
exports applied for, and similarly for the mean of the import priorities. 
For each country, the import average would have to exceed the export 
average. The bureau of compensation would then maximize the "global 
priority surplus" (the sum of countries' average import priorities minus 
the sum of countries' average export priorities) subject to balanced trade 
for each country. 

Hinshaw's (1948) discussion, following Frisch's, consisted largely in a 
very useful exposition of Frisch's earlier (1947) article, but with respect 
to the new formulation he pointed out that it would require utmost 
cooperation among countries and that "if this almost utopian degree of 
international cooperation were to be attained, it would be just as easy 
to follow a more rational criterion of trade policy than the essentially 
restrictive goal of minimum-contraction-via-discrimination" (p. 274). 
Furthermore, "the scheme involves a much more comprehensive super
vision and control of international transactions than is the case even at 
the present time." 

With the Mexican debacle so fresh in our memories,28 we can appre
ciate the need for new approaches to the problem of attaining inter
national equilibrium. Frisch's scheme had definite drawbacks, but the 
problem it addressed is very real, one that was even addressed by a very 
classic economist, the young John Stuart Mill (1844). There can be no 
doubt that the problems to which Frisch drew attention urgently need 
the continued attention of theoretical economists. 
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